SA Roadlink bus service

The Western Cape Department of Transport as well as the Western Cape Department of Community Safety has given instruction that every Roadlink bus on the road must be stopped. This after allegations of unroadworthiness continues. (Int:) Greg Wagner - WC Department of Community Safety

Duration: 00:00:47

SA Roadlink - Repeat

The Western Cape Department of Transport and Community Safety have ordered that every SA Roadlink bus on the road should be stopped and inspected. This comes after new allegations being made against the bus company. (Int:) Greg Wagner - Spokesperson: WC Transport Department

Duration: 00:00:49

WC Ministry of Transport

A new CCTV footage system is being piloted at the white level crossing in Retreat in the Peninsula. WC MEC for Transport, Robin Carlisle, says it is linked to the Metrorail signal system and activated when booms go down. Mention: City of Cape Town

Duration: 00:00:32

WC Ministry of Transport - Repeat

A new CCTV footage system is being piloted at the white level crossing in Retreat in the Peninsula. WC MEC for Transport, Robin Carlisle, says it is linked to the Metrorail signal system and activated when booms go down. Mention: City of Cape Town

Duration: 00:00:33
CCTV cameras at railway crossings

Western Cape Transport MEC, Robin Carlisle, raised his concerns regarding railway safety in SA over the weekend. He has now called the installation of more CCTV cameras at these crossings to avoid any future accidents. Mention: Metrorail
Duration : 00:00:43

WC Ministry of Transport

The WC MEC for Transport, Robin Carlisle, says motorists found guilty of disobeying signals at level-crossings could be jailed. The MEC today unveiled the new CCTV -footage system at the White Road level-crossing in Retreat. (Int:)Robin Carlisle - WC MEC for Transport
Duration : 00:00:29

World Level Crossing Day

Western Cape Transport MEC Robin Carlisle says despite a drop in the number of accidents at level crossings, there is still work to be done. Today marks World Level Crossing Day. The MEC used the opportunity to brief the media about the new CCTV camera set up at one of Cape Town's level crossing.
Duration : 00:00:47

Rail cameras installed

A new CCTV footage system is being piloted at the White Level Crossing in Retreat, in the Cape Peninsula. Car drivers who disobey warning signs on rail tracks in the Western Cape will now be detected as the province unveiled camera surveillance tracking their movements in Cape Town. (Int:) Mthuthuzeli Swart - Metrorail (Int;) Robin Carlisle MEC: Transport and Public Works Mention: National Prosecuting Authority
Duration : 00:01:43
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